Emails claiming to be “From” someone you know, but using a strange email address you’ve never seen before

Emails that request an update of your personal information and to click on a link to update

Emails claiming to be from governments and organizations

--- Forwarded message ---
From: ABDUL WAHID <15010054012@unr.edu.elk>
Date: Tue, May 24, 2016 at 4:20 PM
Subject: GVSU UPDATE
To:

You have exceeded your mail.gvsu.edu quota limit of 500MB and you need to expand the mail.gvsu.edu quota before the next 48 hours. If you have not updated your mail.gvsu.edu account in 2016, you must do it now. You can expand to 10GB.

Thanks for your understanding.
GVSU Email - Grand Valley State University
Emails that request an update of your personal information

Emails claiming to be from governments and organizations

Emails claiming to be from governments and organizations

---

From: GVSU Support [mailto: account.verification@gvsu.edu]
Sent: Friday, June 03, 2016 4:55 AM
To: Department of ITM
Subject: Webmail Account Closure Alert!

Dear User,

Please, be informed that due to congestion on our webmail server, all unverified accounts will be closed within the next 48 hours to de-congest the server. To confirm this account (htm_dept@gvsu.edu) is owned by you, you are required to fill in your details below and send back to us for validation. This information is needed to verify you own the account and avoid automatic account deactivation or loss of important messages. Only verified accounts will be active this 2016 after the verification exercise to delete affected accounts.

Kindly click "Reply" before completing the below required.

Full Name:
Email Address: htm_dept@gvsu.edu
Password:
Confirm Password:

Warning Code: VX2G99AAJ

Thanks For Your Co-operation.

Maintenance Team

[Grand Valley State University logo]